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3
Student Volunteers

02

#1: Firebird Fiesta Recruitment
08/10/2021 | 10:00a - 10:00p
Fremont High School
575 W Fremont Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

At Fremont High School’s annual freshmen orientation event, the Firebird Fiesta, Fremont High
Robotics members set up a booth with robotics merchandise and demonstrated the 2020 FRC
competition robot in front of passing students. We informed students about what robotics is like, the
multiple different subteams to join, and how they didn’t need any prior experience to try out. We
provided interested students with our team contact information and the interest form for tryouts in
September. By the end of the event, we had passed out over 40 contact cards and had about 80 total
interested students fill out the form by the end of the day.

Goal to recruit Fremont High
School Freshmen to robotics

~90
Attendees

Mentor assistance not needed



Goal to inspire interest in
robotics and STEAM to families

and young students

~80
Attendees

#2: Sunnyvale Library Robo Fun
11/13/2021 | 2:00p - 3:00p
Sunnyvale Public Library
665 W Olive Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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For the 3rd year, the Sunnyvale Public Library invited us to host our Robo Fun event, primarily to
spread the interest of elementary and middle school students in STEAM. Students and parents
visited our informational booth full of handouts on the organization’s history, the programs FIRST
Robotics supports, and resources on how younger students can start robotics through the FIRST
Lego League and our mentorship of multiple teams. We demonstrated our 2020 FRC Infinite
Recharge robot to guests by letting students feed the game pieces to our robot. For our youngest
attendees, we provided a coloring station with a diagram of a basic FLL bot for them to identify the
“brain”, “feet”, and other features of a robot in simple terminology.

2
Mentor Volunteers

7
Student Volunteers



11/16/2021 | 7:30p - 8:30p
Sunnyvale Presbyterian Church
728 W Fremont Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

Goal to introduce FIRST to youth
Boy and Girl Scout troops

~50
Attendees

#3: Scout Troops 466 & 2466
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Continuing our STEM Scouts program that started in 2020, we introduced robotics to two scout
troops: Troop 466 and 2466. These troops consist of both boy and girl scouts between grades 7th
through 12th from around the local Sunnyvale area. During our event, we elaborated on our positive
experiences in FTC & exposed attendees to the design process. We held an activity with members to
emphasize the brainstorming aspect of the design process. Each team member led a group of about
10 scouts through designing mechanisms to accomplish a task, from carrying eggs to climbing
stairs, with visuals on whiteboards and unrestricted creative ideas. Finally, we demonstrated the
Emberbots’ competition-ready robot and allowed troop members to take turns driving our robot,
which brought many smiles to their faces and we hope inspired them to consider joining robotics in
the future.

2
Mentor Volunteers

11
Student Volunteers



11/13/2021 | 2:00p - 3:00p
Sunnyvale Public Library
665 W Olive Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Goal to learn about sustainability
through technology

15
Attendees

#4: Zabble Guest Speaker
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The Sparkbots hosted a guest speaker event with the presenter Nikhil Balachandran, the founder,
and CEO of Zabble, a zero-waste intelligence company with the goal of creating sustainable
buildings. Balachandran started this company inspired by the Zabbaleen people of Cairo, Egypt, who
created a closed-loop system for waste. During the event, the Sparkbots learned about the company
and how artificial intelligence is used in order to sort waste for proper disposal, and had an
opportunity to ask questions throughout. The team also learned about the concept of a circular
economy, and how it allows for environmental sustainability. Zabble works with the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and has received a portion of a $3 million fund allocated to small
businesses from the agency. In total, the team enjoyed learning about circular economics and the
event allowed them to learn about the bridge between technology and sustainability. We hope to
implement sustainable practices within our own team to reduce wasted material and improper
disposal.

Mentor assistance not needed

1
Student Coordinator



12/05/2021 | 5:00p - 6:30p
Congregational Church of Sunnyvale 
1112 S Bernardo Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

Goal to introduce FIRST to youth
Boy and Girl Scout troops

~35
Attendees

#5: Scout Troops 404 & 406
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In 2020, we began our STEM Scouts program with an online Zoom outreach event with BSA boy and
girl Scouts Troops 404 and 406 in Sunnyvale, CA. Expanding on the program from last season, with
roughly 35 active members between grades 7th through 12th, primarily in middle school, we focused
more of our presentation on the First Tech Challenge and ways to join FIRST Robotics in high
school. We reviewed the basics of FTC and introduced this year’s game, similar to a judge interview
with emphasis on the iterative design and engineering process used for each component. Having a
wide array of Business and Marketing presenters talk about their involvement in media, events, and
business showed the inclusivity of both technical and non-technical skills in robotics. Amongst each
patrol of 5-7 scouts, we challenged each group with a Mechanism Design Activity where the scouts
designed and discussed their solutions to multiple tasks, visually drawing out ideas on whiteboards.
Meanwhile, individual groups rotated to see the Sparkbots’ robot demo, where scouts were given the
opportunity to drive. Overall, we were impressed by the creative solutions the scouts presented for
the design activity and hoped we left a lasting impact on them to join robotics in the future.

Mentor assistance not needed

5
Student Volunteers



Goal to introduce Fremont High
Robotics to more girls in STEAM

through Girls Who Code

30
Attendees

#6: FHS Girls Who Code Club
12/09/2021 | 1:05p - 1:50p
Fremont High School
575 W Fremont Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
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During the 2020 season, girls from all four Fremont High Robotics teams presented the opportunity
of joining robotics in the coming year, to those in the Girls Who Code club. This year, the Emberbots
met with the club to talk about their build season. The team provided an introduction to the software,
mechanical, design, and BaM subteams, as well as a video demonstration of the robot. The team
also covered the application and recruitment process for those interested in joining. The event
ended with a Q&A session, mainly centered upon the tryouts process. At the event, the Emberbots
were able to cultivate interest in FIRST and emphasized the importance of inclusivity of the FTC
teams in robotics.

Mentor assistance not needed

9
Student Volunteers



32
Attendees

Goal to learn about robotics as a 
career and profession

01/27/2022 | 1:05p - 1:50p
Fremont High School
575 W Fremont Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

#7: Fetch Robotics Guest Speaker
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The Emberbots hosted a speaker event with Melonee Wise, CEO of Fetch Robotics. The event was
open to all students at Fremont. During the event, Wise shared her journey as a woman in STEM,
examining the obstacles and difficulties she faced in her career. She described her rise in her career
and the work she did at her previous positions. Attendees learned about parts of her life story: how
she came from an unprivileged background to becoming the CEO of Fetch Robotics. Afterward, the
Emberbots hosted a Q&A session, where attendees were able to ask Melonee Wise and her
colleague, Nicole Pivato, questions about robotics, programming, and how to stay motivated.  Wise
and Pivato detailed the differences between mechanical and electrical engineering,  and discussed
the most important portion of the robot building process. Furthermore, they explained the
relationship between programming and robotics, listing the software languages most used in their
work. The two also offered advice on how to stay motivated after facing setbacks: Keep your mind
focused on your goals and don't be discouraged–every mistake is an opportunity for growth.

Mentor assistance not needed

1
Student Coordinator



03/22/2022 | 4:00p - 5:30p
Fremont Union High School District Office
589 W Fremont Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

#8: FUHSD Office Grand Opening
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Goal to show our robot
and student extracurriculars

~40
Attendees

The Firebots were invited by our school district to demonstrate our 2022 robot to members of the
district office and other officials at their new office’s grand opening. Members brought our practice
field elements to show off the ball shooting capabilities and interacted with the district members by
telling them about our organization and the work that went into building our robot for the season. We
hope to continue building strong relations with our district to help provide us with more resources,
such as work space and funding, to improve our robotics program across our school and city.

4
Student Volunteers

1
Mentor Volunteers


